Unexpected observation of concentration-dependent dissociation rates for antibody-antigen complexes and other macromolecular complexes in competition experiments.
The dissociation rate constant of bimolecular complexes between macromolecules (k(off)) is often measured in solution by competition experiments and is generally expected to follow first-order kinetics.When measuring k(off) constants by competition for three complexes of high-affinity recombinant antibody fragments with the cognate antigen and for one calmodulin/peptide complex, a surprising dependence between apparent dissociation rate and concentration of competitor (antigen or calmodulin-binding peptide) was observed. Our results may be characteristic for macromolecules consisting of two domains (such as single-chain Fv fragments) and may reflect a transient opening of the two domains which are involved in the binding reaction, and which are connected by a polypeptide linker.